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Noise suppression and enhanced focusability in plasma Raman amplifier
with multi-frequency pump
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Laser pulse compression–amplification through Raman backscattering in plasmas can be facilitated
by using multi-frequency pump laser beams. The efficiency of amplification is increased by
suppressing the Raman instability of thermal fluctuations and seed precursors. Also the focusability
of the amplified radiation is enhanced due to the suppression of large-scale longitudinal speckles in
the pump wave structure. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1621002#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The amplification by resonant Raman backscattering
plasmas currently represents one of the most promising w
of generating ultra-intense short laser pulses. Compare
the conventional technique of chirped-pulse amplification
principle unfocused output intensity can be 104– 105 times
higher.1 In achieving these amplification effects, two optic
systems may be utilized: One system for handling h
power and fluence, and a second focusing system hand
only low power. Since the focusing system does not ope
near damage threshold limits nor is subject to therm
stresses, the focusing optics can be optimized for pre
focusing.2 Currently, a number of difficulties exist on th
way to the experimental realization of a plasma Raman
plifier. One is propagating an intense laser pump throu
plasma to the region of interaction with the amplified pul
For the most promising regimes of amplification, a pum
intensity is needed on the order of 1014– 1016 W/cm2 with
pulse duration of a fraction of a nanosecond.1 If the plasma
cross-section is several centimeters, then tremendous p
should be focused in target. For such application howeve
is difficult to imagine such an energetic laser pulse usin
single laser. However, using an intense pump compris
several laser beams with equal frequencies may not be
optimal solution.

One can imagine a number of difficulties in using mu
tiple pumps. If the pump is formed by multiple but equiv
lent laser beams, large-scale longitudinal speckles appe
the pump structure. This results in the appearance of a sm
scale transverse modulation of the amplified pulse and
leads to poor focusability of the latter. Also, as an inten
pump with a fixed frequency passes through plasma, ther
Langmuir fluctuations1,3 and seed precursors are amplifi
by the same Raman mechanism being used for the de
signal amplification.4 The precursor can absorb a significa
part of the pump energy. The pump depletion leads to lo
4851070-664X/2003/10(12)/4856/9/$20.00
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efficiency of the desired pulse amplification and, finally,
lower intensity of the output radiation. Similar problem
have been addressed within the context of inertial confi
ment fusion, where amplification of fluctuations was avoid
through various laser beam smoothing techniques.5,6 How-
ever, in the case at hand, where backscatter from ther
fluctuations is to be avoided at the same time that backsc
of the desired seed pulse proceeds, the usual method
noise suppression do not apply.

In ideally uniform plasmas, the Raman instability of th
plasma noise and precursor amplification is suppressed
chirping the pump wave.1,3 The idea of using a chirped pum
can be briefly put as follows. Linear amplification of ea
spectral component of plasma noise is limited by detun
dv from the three-wave resonance between the two elec
magnetic pulses and the Langmuir wave. Providing thatdv
is changing in time because of linear variation of the pu
frequencyv0 , each component of the plasma thermal flu
tuations spectrum can be amplified only by a finite factor
that is small enough~meaning thatv0 is changing suffi-
ciently fast!, thermal fluctuations, though amplified, rema
in the linear regime and do not deplete the pump wave
nificantly. On the other hand, nonlinear amplification of t
desired signal persists because of the spectral broadenin
the latter, as the desired signal is being compressed du
the interaction with the pump.

Though efficient for uniform plasmas, pump chirping
self may not provide focusability of the amplified pulse
quasi-static density perturbations are present in plasma.
fectively, density perturbationsdn can be considered as ad
ditional chirpingdv}](dn)/]z, which, since random in the
transverse direction, leads to random distortion of the am
fied pulse phase front. As shown in Ref. 7, already
dn/n;3% ~wheren is the mean electron density! with cor-
relation lengthl corr5300 mm, the desired signal become
practically unfocusable after amplification. Asl corr grows,
the maximal possible amplitude of density perturbations
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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lowing decent focusability decreases as 1/Al corr.
7

However, there exists an even more strict limitation
the amplitude of quasi-static density perturbations.7 Even
with pump chirping, the presence of those density inhom
geneous results in the development of an instability of th
mal Langmuir fluctuations.8 As follows from Refs. 8 and 9
this noise amplification can be considered as a param
instability, most dangerous forl corrg/c<2, where g
5a0Av0vp/2 is the linear growth rate of the Rama
instability,1 c is the speed of light,a0 , v0 are the amplitude
and frequency of the pump andvp is the plasma frequency
Already atdn/n50.3%, noise suppression by means of l
ear chirping~that is, whendv is changing linearly on time!
becomes inefficient forl corrg/c<1. In the parameter region
of interest ~pump intensity 1014 W/cm2, pump wavelength
l51 mm, n5731018 cm23), this corresponds tol corr

<130 mm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr

the equations being simulated and the used numerical c
In Sec. III we introduce the multiple beams pump~MBP!
scheme and discuss its features. In Sec. IV we show how
MBP scheme can be used to enhance the focusability of
seed. In Sec. V we show the noise suppression in pla
with density fluctuations using the MBP scheme. In Sec.
we show how the idea of MBP can be modified for a sin
beam pump. In Sec. VIII we suggest a number of pract
recommendations for using the MBP and offer conclusio

II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND CODE OUTLINE

Below, we present the results of numerical simulatio
of the seed pulse Raman amplification. The numer
scheme involved solving the two-dimensional equations
scribing the three-wave interaction process:1

] ta1]za2 i¹'
2 a5b f , ~1!

] tb2]zb2 i¹'
2 b52a f* , ~2!

] t f 1 idv f 52ab* 1S, ~3!

wherea andb are the amplitudes of the vector potentials
the pump wave and the amplified pulse, respectiv
measured in unitsmecv0 /e, f is the amplitude of the
plasma wave electric potential measured in un
(mecv0/2e)Avp/2v0, S is the thermal plasma fluctuation
source, the pump frequencyv0 is much larger than the
plasma frequencyvp5A4pne2/me and can be considered i
all these coefficients equal to the amplified pulse frequen
e andm are the electron charge and mass, respectively;
time t is measured in unitst05A2/v0vp, the longitudinal
coordinatez is measured in unitsct0 , the detuningdv is
measured in unitst0

21. We use delta-correlated therm
noises due to the smallest of its correlation radius in co
parison with numerical grid step. We could really use
smoother noise distribution because the amplification of h
noise harmonic is suppressed due to detuning limitation
linear stage amplification.

In the calculations presented below, the pump wave a
plitude is a050.006 with Gaussian transverse profile wi
width 10 cm, and the frequency of pump isv052
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31015 s21. For such parameters, the linear e-folding leng
calculated according to the linear growth rate of monoch
matic pump backscattering instabilityg5a0Av0vp/2, is
c/g5130 mm. We used the length of plasma 7 mm
55c/g. Note that the plasma length is much smaller than
diffraction lengthd'105 cm for these parameters. As a r
sult the effect of diffraction is not essential in further sim
lations but is still included in all cases. However, the diffra
tion smooths the small-scaled perturbation due to plas
inhomogeneity and so plays a minor positive role. The init
seed pulse had the same transverse Gaussian profile a
pump, but a two-times smaller amplitude and duration of
fs ~length is 12mm!:

b05
a0

2
e2(t/40 fs)2/2F~r !, F~r !5e2(r /10 cm)2/2. ~4!

Numerical simulation was performed by a new very fa
~mainly due to parallelizing scheme! hydrodynamic code
‘‘MBRS’’ which was created specifically for BRA simula
tion. This code allows one to include into consideration
wide spectrum of effects. Three-wave interaction, nonline
ity of EM waves, plasma thermal noises, plasma den
fluctuations, plasma wave dumping and wave-breaking~we
should note that effects of plasma wave breaking and du
ing do not take place for considered range of paramete!,
transverse broadening due to diffraction and other effects
included in the code at the current time. The structure of
code is such that any hydrodynamic-like effects can be ea
included into consideration. The code uses the exact solu
of the part of equations~like method of ‘‘exponent
operator’’10! to maximize the internal calculation step an
reduce the numerical errors. We assume the two electrom
netic waves have equal and opposite group velocities
magnitudec and choose the time step such thatcdt5dz.
The code is fully parallelized for using in computer clust
so that the calculation time of typical two-dimensional~2D!
variant with grid size 12832750 points is 10 minutes or les
on 15 processes AMD Athlon 1.7 GHz. Analogous thre
dimensional~3D! simulation with grid size 6436432750
points takes 8 hours on equal cluster. The code was te
with the program described in Ref. 11.

III. MULTIPLE BEAMS PUMP

We propose a method of efficient compression and
cusing in the presence of thermal plasma fluctuations
plasma density fluctuations of arbitrary correlation leng
l corr. The proposed method leads also stabilizes the seed
cursors and preserves good focusability of the amplifi
pulse. The method consists of using a pump wave formed
multiple laser beams of slightly different frequenciesv0

1 iDvn (Dvn!v0) and wavevectorsk01Dkn ~Fig. 1!:

a5
a0F~r !

AN
(
n51

N

exp~ iDkn•r2 iDvnt1 ifn!, ~5!

wherek05z0v0 /c.
As seen from Fig. 2, a mono-frequency pump~of suffi-

ciently small angular spreadu in order few degrees! pro-
duces long speckles, which spoil the output pumped pu
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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focusability. A relatively small frequency spread~less or or-
der of the linear growth rateg! in a multi-frequency pump
bends and breaks the speckles.

We expect a twofold effect of such a ‘‘mixed’’ pump
First, the interference of different beams constituting
pump wave enhances the amplified pulse focusability, prim
rily spoiled by speckled structure of the pump: On each g
metric ray of the amplified pulse, the amplification gain

FIG. 1. Schematic of pump incident on plasma.

FIG. 2. An example of the spatial intensity patterns for mono-frequency~a!
and multi-frequency~b! pumps consisting of seven sub-beams; darker
gion correspond larger pump intensity. For clarity we use the angular sp
0.1° on this figure.
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determined by the local~in the transverse direction! pump
intensity. If the latter varies significantly across the intera
tion region, during amplification, the transverse seed str
ture evolves into multiple, extremely intense peaks. Beca
of their small spatial scale, each of those diffracts drastica
and thus the whole pulse cannot be focused efficiently in
narrow spot after amplification.

To demonstrate this effect in more detail, one can rep
sent the focused pulse amplitudebfoc in terms of the trans-
verse Fourier spectrum of the pumped pulse after plas
(bamp)k'

. As can be shown easily for 2D case,

bfoc~r'!52Apa~bamp!k'52ar'
, ~6!

wherea5k0 /F is the phase front curvature of the amplifie
pulse, andF stands for the focal length. From Eq.~6! it
follows that the spatial width of the focused pulse is prop
tional to the spectral width of the pulse before focusin
Thus, narrow peaks in the latter would result in focal sp
broadening, i.e., bad focusability of the amplified pulse. U
ing a pump wave consisting of multiple beams preve
speckles formation because of interbeam phase mix
which effectively averages out the speckled structure dur
amplification and thus leads to better focusability. At t
same time, the inhomogeneity of the pump phase front it
is ‘‘absorbed’’ by the plasma wave~see Ref. 12!, and thus
does not impact the phase front of the output radiation.

The second effect produced by multiple pump beams
different frequencies consists of decreasing the amplifica
gain of plasma thermal fluctuations and seed precurs
~considered as a sort of electromagnetic noise!. Since each
spectral component of plasma noise can be amplified at m
by one of the beams, the linear increment of thermal fluct
tions exponential growthg is effectively reduced by a facto
of AN, sinceg is linear with respect to the amplitude of th
resonant pump. On the other hand, the nonlinear amplifi
tion of the desired signal is determined by its interaction w
the whole pump, because of the seed pulse spectrum br
ening provided by the nonlinear compression of the am
fied pulse. Furthermore, additional chirping of each of t
beams is numerically shown to stabilize Raman instability
thermal fluctuations and precursors, and, what is most imp
tant, using pump wave formed by multiple beams of differe
frequencies allows suppressing the parametric instability
pearing atl corrg/c51 ~see above!.8

It is interesting to note that our smoothing techniq
follows a similar method~the so-called ‘‘SSD method’’6!,
which was developed for smoothing the radiation envelo
compressing an ICF target. This method consists of us
laser beams with sinusoidal phase modulation~like we use in
Sec. VI!. The SSD method leads to breaking the speckles
the pump much like our MBP method. However, the SS
method cannot be used without some modification for s
compression in the BRA scheme. For the purposes of re
nant BRA, a small amplitude modulation of the pump pha
leads to an insufficient number of harmonics in the pu
spectrum. This results in each harmonic having too large
intensity, so that noise effects are important in depleting
pump. An increase of the modulation frequency tends to s

-
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press the noise, but decrease the seed amplification~see Sec.
VI !. On the other hand, a large amplitude modulation of
pump phase will contains two ultra-intense spikes at
edges, much like the case of only two very intensive ‘‘qua
monochroamtic beams.’’ Each of these beams may supp
thermal noise~although not as effectively as in the MB
scheme!, but the seed amplification is not optimal. Howev
using the SSD method with an additional linear chirping c
lead to good noise suppression~as shown in Sec. VI!.

IV. FOCUSABILITY OF THE PUMPED PULSE

Consider more specifically the effect of speckles on
cusability of the pumped output pulse in a plasma with
thermal or quasi-static density fluctuations. Assume also s
precursors to be absent. Figure 3~a! shows the relative fo-
cused pulse intensityh which is a fraction of the focused
pulse maximal intensity that survives in real pump~com-
pared to ideal nonspeckled pump! as a function of the num
ber of beamsN constituting the pump. HereDv is the spec-
tral half-width of the pump. For a mono-frequency pum
(Dv50, dashed line!, the focused intensity is extremel
poor and constitutes less than 30% ofI max. However, even a
small pump spectrum broadening (Dv50.1g) leads to sub-
stantial focusability enhancement. Spectrum broadening w
Dv5g ~solid line! almost completely restores the focusab
ity.

Note that an excessive increase of the pump bandw
reduces the fraction of pump energy transferred to
pumped pulse because of the detuning out of resona

FIG. 3. The relative focused pulse intensityh versus the number of the
beamsN constituting the pump;Dv stands for the spectral half-width of th
pump.
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which effect can be seen in Fig. 3~b!, especially for a pump
of two beams. The numerical simulation shows that the e
ciency of amplification and, as result, the focused intens
decreases with increasing spectral width. However, the ef
diminishes for a pump containing many beams, since
strong enough seed might absorb energy from several be
in an early stage of amplification.

As example of focusability enhancement, the compa
son of focused seed pulses for cases of beams with e
frequencies and with different frequencies is presented
Fig. 4. The darker regions correspond to larger seed am
tude. Note that the use of pump beams with multiple f
quencies results in a larger and more highly focused out
which is ever more apparent at the focus plane than it is
plasma exit.

There is an interesting advantage of thermal noise in
plasma. Since the thermal noise depletes the pump prefer
when the pump is largest, the pump profile encountering
pulse will tend to be transversely flat. The seed amplified
this pump tends to be easier to focus.

For example, in Fig. 5 we show the comparison betwe
amplification and focusing in the ideal case~without thermal
or density fluctuation! and in the presence of thermal fluc
tuation. The amplitude of the thermal fluctuations cor

FIG. 4. An example of the spatial distribution of pump amplitude@~a! and
~b!#, seed amplitude at the plasma exit@~c! and ~d!# and at the focus plane
@~e! and~f!# for pump beams with equal frequency@~a!, ~c!, and~e!# and for
pump beams with different frequencies@~b!, ~d! and ~f!#. Pump contains
seven beams. Darker regions correspond to larger pump intensity.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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sponds to a temperature 40 eV. It is easy to see that, in s
of sufficient losses during amplification~intensity of seed
nearly twice smaller!, the remaining energy can be bett
focused. In this case the seed retains an intensity at fo
only one-third smaller than in the ideal case.

V. NOISE GROWTH SUPPRESSION

Consider now how the multiple beam pump structu
influences the noise amplification. As pointed out above,
of the most challenging problems for the realization of t
plasma Raman amplifier consists of suppressing the amp
cation of plasma thermal fluctuations and seed precurs
Though, in uniform plasmas, this problem can be solved
linearly changing the pump frequency.1 The presence o
plasma inhomogeneities can lead to another parametric in
bility, completely undermining the stabilizing effect of pum
chirping. However, the numerical simulations given belo
show that using a pump wave formed by multiple beams
different frequencies can suppress this instability. Also
original Raman instability of plasma thermal fluctuatio
~and seed precursors considered as a sort of electromag
noise! is slowed down by a factor ofAN. Furthermore,
chirping each of the beams constituting the pump wave le
to complete stabilization of the noise growth.

Note that one needs the pump bandwidth to be as w
as possible in order to avoid backscatter from noise in
linear regime of amplification. On the other hand, the ba
width should be small enough so that the amplification of
useful seed, which is already in a nonlinear regime, is
disturbed. There is a window of opportunity to accompli
this, because the useful bandwidth of the pump in the n
linear stage is increased with increasing seed intensity. H

FIG. 5. An example of the spatial distribution of seed amplitude at
plasma exit@~a! and ~b!# and at focus plane@~c! and ~d!# for the ideal
situation@without thermal or density fluctuations,~a! and~c!# and for plasma
with noise and density fluctuations@~b! and ~d!#. Darker region correspond
to larger pump intensity.
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ever, for the linear stage~for thermal noise! the amplifiable
bandwidth is small enough~on the order ofg!.

We found numerically that, for plasma length of 55 i
crements, the optimal bandwidth for efficient BRA is of o
der ofDv52* 10g. Moreover, we note that for a small num
ber of beams~less than 7...10!, the dominant parameter is th
frequency difference between each two beams. For this c
the efficiency decreases with decreasing the number
beams. For the opposite case of a large number of be
~more than 10!, the dominant parameter is the maximu
bandwidth of the full pump frequency spectrum for whic
the seed is still well amplified. For a large number of beam
the efficiency of BRA will not depend on number of beam
The examples simulated employ a ‘‘critical’’ number o
beams~equal to 7, which is essentially a large number! and
for a small number of beams~equal to 3!.

The numerical simulations given below demonstrate
benefits of using a ‘‘mixed’’ pump in plasmas with therm
fluctuations and precursors. Calculations were performed
plasma with temperature of 40 eV for pump containingN
57 beams with frequencies equally distributed over the
terval (2Dv,Dv) with random phasesfn and equal chirp-
ing:

a5
a0eiqg2t2/2F~r !

AN
(
n51

N

exp~ iDkn•r2 iDvnt1 ifn!,

~7!

where q is the conventional parameter that determines
chirping rate.

The results for homogeneous plasma are given in Fig
As stated above, in this case, a chirped pump provides b
noise suppression in comparison with a pump formed
multiple laser beams of different frequencies. The optim
value of the parameter of pump chirpingq coincides with the
one predicted in Refs. 1 and 3. Including small precurs
into the model~with the total energy equal to 10% of th
original seed energy! does not influence significantly the am
plification and the compression of the desired signal as
be seen from Fig. 6~b!. Numerical simulations show tha
about 70% of the total pump energy can be transferred to
focusable part of the amplified seed.

The addition of small random density perturbatio
dn/n51% decreases the efficiency of the chirped pu
scheme dramatically. Even for large-scale perturbations w
l corr5300 mm ~Fig. 7!, a significant drop of the focuse
pump intensity can be seen in the case when the con
tional chirped single-beam pump is used. Namely, less t
20% of the total pump energy is transferred to the focusa
part of the amplified pulse. However, the multiple-bea
scheme withN57 results in about 50% of the maximal en
ergy in focus, both with and without precursors. The optim
conditions, which readily follow from the results given i
Fig. 7 are the following:Dv5728g, which corresponds to
a 2g frequency difference between each two beam frequ
cies. The optimal values of chirping parameterq has range
q'0.05...0.1. Note that the optimal value ofq for the
multiple-beam pump is 3...4 times smaller than the one

e
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the conventional single-beam chirped pump in homogene
plasma.

A similar picture can be seen for a plasma with a sma
correlation length of quasi-static density perturbations. B
the efficiency of a chirped pump shows a greater decreas
can transfer less than 5% of pump energy to the focused
of seed. However, the multiple-beams scheme withN57
still results in about 50% of the maximal energy in focu
both with and without precursors. The optimal conditio
also stay the same as previously. The results of nume
simulations withl corr5130 mm are presented in Fig. 8. W
can see even a small increasing of focused intensityh in
comparison with a case shown on Fig. 7. This takes pl
due to the following. The small density modulation has
similar effect as some detuning due to pump chirping a
helps to slightly suppress the noises when the param
instability is absent.

Decreasing the number of beams is not recommend
since increasing the intensity of each beam leads to a hi
growth rate of noise. This fact is demonstrated in Fig. 9. B
even here, the amplification efficiency reaches 40%. Thi
twice as high than for a pump containing only one beam w
chirping. The optimal parameters of the pump differ from t
case ofN57. Better spectral width has a value close
Dv'3g...6g, which corresponds to a 2g...4g frequency dif-
ference between each two beam frequencies. The opt
values of the chirping parameterq has range q
'0.15...0.25 greater than in the case of seven beams
pump.

FIG. 6. The focused pulse relative intensityh versus the parameter of pum
chirpingq and the pump spectral widthDv. The plasma thermal fluctuation
are calculated for electron temperature 40 eV; no quasi-static density pe
bations are present (dn/n50): upper figure—no precursors, lower figure—
precursors included.
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VI. SINGLE BEAM WITH COMPLEX CHIRP

Similar effects could be achieved by a single-bea
pump chirped in such a manner that its spectrum conta
many frequencies, similar to the spectrum of pump conta
ing several beams. For example, the spectrum of the pum
the form

a5a0F~r !eiqg2t/21 ia sin vst, ~8!

can be easily found via Bessel functions. For example
Fig. 10 we present the spectrum fora51.5. It is easy to see
that this spectrum has only three large enough harmonics
is qualitatively similar to the spectrum of a pump containi
three beams with a constant frequency differencevs between
each of them. As a consequence, we can expect that
pump in form ~8! will have an effective noise suppressio
similar to a pump containing three beams~Fig. 9!. We made
a numerical simulation and obtain the similar figure~Fig.
11!.

Increasing of the parametera or the number of harmon
ics of the pump phase may lead to further increases of
relative intensityh. As in the case of several beams we c
achieve relative intensity at level of 60%. At the same tim
for a wider pump spectrum~8! the picture becomes sensitiv
to the variation of parameters~a or frequencies of pump
phase!. This small variation can sufficiently change the re
tive intensityh up to 2...3 times. So devices which prepa
the necessary phase of a single beam should be very pre
Increasing the parameter of linear chirpingq makes the fig-

ur-

FIG. 7. The focused pulse relative intensityh versus the parameter of pum
chirpingq and the pump spectral widthDv. The plasma thermal fluctuation
are calculated for electron temperature 40 eV; quasi-static density pertu
tions are present withdn/n51% and the correlation lengthl corr

5300 mm: upper figure—no precursors, lower figure—precursors includ
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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ures smoother but decreases the maximal relative intensh
to level 40%...50%, which is close to that shown in Fig. 1
Decreasing the parametera is not recommended because t
pump spectrum becomes too tight and no longer stabil
the parametric instability.

For example, in Fig. 12 we present the result of nume
cal simulation for a pump with phase containing tw
sinusoids with different frequencies and linear chirping:

a5a0F~r !exp~ ia sinvs1t1a sinvs2t1 iqg2t/2!. ~9!

As earlier we see practically the absence of useful seed
plification for the case than only linear chirping is prese
with frequenciesvs50. For low values of linear chirpingq
we see a rather complex distribution with narrow peaks. T
value of focused intensity is sensitive to a small variation
frequenciesvs or parameterq. With the increase in the lin-
ear chirping, the distribution becomes smoother but
maximum of focused intensity decreases. As a result,
focused intensity will have the values close to the c
shown in Fig. 11, i.e., to a level of 40% in optimal case.

The physical picture of the process is also rather cle
Let us consider a pump~8! with defined parametera51.5
and some small enough chirpingq. First of all, the strong
sinus chirp of the pump phase will prevent the appearanc
the parametric instability, but there will be still dangero
places where the frequency of pump varies slowly. Th
places lie in the maximums of sinus~Fig. 13!. In the case of
linear chirping absence, a noise with frequencydv'4g can
be effectively amplified along all the maximum. The exp

FIG. 8. The focused pulse relative intensityh versus the parameter of pum
chirpingq and the pump spectral widthDv. The plasma thermal fluctuation
are calculated for electron temperature 40 eV; quasi-static density pert
tions are present withdn/n51% and the correlation lengthl corr

5130 mm: upper figure—no precursors, lower figure—precursors includ
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nential growth of these noises will be weaker than in the c
of an ideal pump but fast enough. As a result, the pump w
be rather depleted. The appearance of small linear chirp
will shift the cosine maximums in the vertical direction s
that noises in the linear stage can grow only on a limi
number of maximums. So the presence of linear chirp
will limit the number of dangerous maximums for each no
wave by three for this example. Other maximums will ha
large enough detuning and will not influence this noise wa

a-

.

FIG. 9. The focused pulse relative intensityh versus the parameter of pum
chirping q and the pump spectral widthDv containing three beams. Th
plasma thermal fluctuations are calculated for electron temperature 40
quasi-static density perturbations are present withdn/n51% and the cor-
relation lengthl corr5300 mm: Upper figure—no precursors, lower figure—
precursors included.

FIG. 10. The spectrum of pump~8! for a51.5 andq50.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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As a result the growth of noises will be stabilized. Of cour
this stabilization will be worse than just chirp stabilization
a homogeneous plasma, but in contrast to linear chirp,
combined ~sinus and linear! will still work in inhomoge-
neous plasma.

The only limitation of this scheme~scheme of combined
chirping! is amplification of the useful seed. A high enoug
frequency of sinus chirping will prevent not only nois
growth but also the seed amplification. So there are so

FIG. 11. The focused pulse relative intensityh versus the parameter o
pump chirpingq and the pump spectral widthDv in form ~8! for a51.5.
The plasma thermal fluctuations are calculated for electron temperatur
eV; quasi-static density perturbations are present withdn/n51% and the
correlation lengthl corr5300 mm, precursors included.

FIG. 12. The focused pulse relative intensityh versus the parameter o
pump chirpingq and the frequenciesvs for pump in form ~9! with a
50.5. The plasma thermal fluctuations are calculated for electron temp
ture 40 eV; quasi-static density perturbations are present withdn/n51%
and the correlation lengthl corr5130 mm, precursors included.
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e

e

windows in the parameters. Numerical simulation gives
the optimal parameters of sinus frequency asvs54...6g for
a51.5. The value of chirpingq has wider diapasonq
'0.15...0.25. This region of parameters provides amplific
tion efficiency at level 40%. These optimal parameters
close to the optimal parameters of a pump containing th
beams. This fact is a direct consequence of the simila
between the MBP scheme and a scheme of combined~linear
and sinusoidal! chirping noted above.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A number of practical recommendations for experime
tal realization of the plasma Raman amplifier with multipl
beam pump flow from these results. First, consider th
connected with pulse focusability. In uniform plasma, whe
the influence of thermal fluctuations and seed precursors
stabilities is negligible, the focusability itself is relativel
easy to provide. As seen from the numerical simulations p
sented above and those obtained but not included in
paper, two beams with frequency differenceDv'0.1g are
already enough to prevent the appearance of large-s
speckles in the pump structure and provide almost ideal
cusability with efficiencyh.90%.

On the other hand, suppressing the instability of plas
thermal fluctuations, which is the second reason for us
multiple-beam pumps, represents a much more signific
challenge. First of all, in order to deal with those, a lar
number of beams is found to be necessary in order to
crease the linear increment of Raman instability by distr
uting the pump energy over a larger bandwidth~which scales
like 1/AN, as discussed above!. On the other hand, distrib
uting the pump energy over too wide a bandwidth will res
in poor absorption of the pump by the desired signal, wh
would lead to inefficient amplification of the latter. The o
timum for constraining the amplification of thermal fluctu
tions, while sustaining decent amplification gain of the d
sired signal, was numerically found to correspond toN
57 – 10 beams, distributed over the spectral widthDv
;Ng. However, if one uses a sufficiently intense see

40

ra-

FIG. 13. The scheme of dangerous places on phase chirped with sinus
~dashed line! and without~solid line! linear chirping. The sinus frequency i
vs53g and parametera51.5.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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which enters the nonlinear amplification stage from the v
beginning of the interaction process, the number of
beams can be made larger and the pump bandwidth ca
increased proportionally. In this case, because of a bro
spectral width of the desired signal, amplification by a larg
number of pump beams can be sustained, while the gro
of plasma thermal fluctuations will be slowed down inver
proportionally to a largerAN.

Another parameter, which can also be optimized in or
to achieve better results for Raman amplification of the
sired signal, is the pump frequency chirpingq. Two major
limitations are imposed. First of all,q cannot be too large
since, at largerq, the pump propagates through the se
pulse without substantial absorption, and the efficiency of
desired signal amplification decreases significantly. On
other hand, sufficiently large chirping is needed in order
stabilize the instability of the plasma thermal fluctuatio
together with parasitic amplification of seed precursors. W
these limitations taken into account, the optimal value of
parameter of chirping found numerically isq<0.1, which,
though it varies slightly depending on plasma parameter
significantly smaller than the one predicted for homogene
plasma.1,3

Summarizing, we suggest a novel concept of a so-ca
mixed pump for the promising scheme of short ultra-inten
laser pulses amplification by Raman backscattering in p
mas. A mixed pump represents a superposition of sev
laser beams of slightly different frequencies and allows
number of advantageous properties of the desired signal
plification. Among those, using a mixed pump can result
decreasing the growth rate of the instabilities of plasma th
mal fluctuations and seed precursors, while simultaneo
Downloaded 23 Nov 2003 to 198.35.11.136. Redistribution subject to A
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providing enhanced focusability of the desired signal. Co
bining the multiple beam scheme with small chirping of ea
beam has a cumulative effect that effectively suppresses
noise amplification in nonuniform plasmas where using
conventional single-beam pump is not efficient. Even w
thermal fluctuations and seed precursors, a mixed pump
result in the transfer up to 50% of the pump wave total e
ergy into the well-focusable part of the amplified pulse.
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